If you want to be heard, you need to be seen.

WWW.DISCMAKERS.COM
1-800-468-9353
Craftsmanship for the digital era.

Have you ever heard a gramophone played in person? Neither have I...but that’s how long Disc Makers has been helping artists get their music out to their fans.

Founded way back in 1946 by Ivin Ballen, we come from an era where you carefully spliced recording tape by hand, cut grooves into soft, spinning lacquer, and where every individual copy of a disc represented the artist’s labor of love.

Today, in the era of CDs, downloads, and streams, we bring the same dedication to quality, craftsmanship, and customer service to you, the modern artist. We know your CDs represent not just your music but your essence as an artist. That is a responsibility we hold sacred.

That’s why, right here in our factory on the outskirts of Philadelphia, we produce the highest quality CDs and DVDs in the land, we print the most glorious covers, sleeves, and Digipaks to hold those precious discs, and we package them with love for the music and what it represents.

Because how you look matters as much as how you sound.

Let’s make beautiful music together,

Tony van Veen
CEO, Disc Makers

P.S. Disc Makers is still the only disc manufacturer that guarantees your satisfaction. If you’re not completely satisfied we’ll work with you until you are.
Luxurious Digipaks for the ultimate artistic statement.

Remember the first time you opened your favorite CD? Remember how you reveled in the liner notes and lyrics, and examined all the images as you listened to the music? Give your listeners that same memorable experience with a premium, multi-panel Digipak.

QUOTE, CUSTOMIZE, AND ORDER: WWW.DISCMAKERS.COM/DIGIPAKS
Hitting the road? Don’t forget your jackets!

Our CD Jackets are packed with three things: versatility, personality, and affordability. Perfect for musicians on the move, you can sell them at your next gig, give them out at trade shows, or present them during your next self-promotion. Our Jackets are made from premium, eco-friendly materials that support sustainability while still maintaining quality.

QUOTE, CUSTOMIZE, AND ORDER:
WWW.DISCMAKERS.COM/JACKETS
Jewel cases–classic packaging ready in as fast as one day

The classic CD package is still super popular with independent musicians. Why? Because you can get the exact number you need, as fast as you need them. Whether you need 27 in 3 days or 100 in 1 day, it’s not a problem. They’re also incredibly versatile, able to accommodate up to a 24-page booklet and as many as 4 trays. Order yours online and we can start working on them today.

QUOTE, CUSTOMIZE, AND ORDER: WWW.DISCMAKERS.COM/JEWELCASES

PROFESSIONAL GRAPHIC DESIGN.
See page 14.

GLOBAL MUSIC DISTRIBUTION
See page 19.

CUSTOM PLAQUES FOR YOUR RELEASE
Order online.

POSTERS, USBs, DOWNLOAD CARDS, MERCH AND MORE
See page 12.

A UPC BAR CODE
Order online.

PROFESSIONAL MASTERING.
See page 16.
Eco-wallets: fans love ‘em, and so does Mother Earth.

Eco-wallets are rapidly becoming the industry standard for a variety of reasons. They offer plenty of room for graphics and liner notes, full-color disc and panel printing on recycled board stock, they’re lightweight, and there’s no plastic to get in the way.

QUOTE, CUSTOMIZE, AND ORDER: WWW.DISCMAKERS.COM/WALLETS
Give yourself a 360 degree deal.

Being a successful artist today is a hustle. Streaming gets your music worldwide, but most of your income is earned by playing live.

Let’s be honest, in this day and age the CD has become a merch product. And there are so many more ways to delight your fans than with just CDs.

The caress of a premium T-shirt, the joy of an autographed poster, the cool vibe of a trucker hat... all bond your fan ever closer to your music.

Luckily, the good folks at our sister company MERCHLY make it easy and affordable to offer premium quality merch to your fans.

Get 50 custom-printed T-shirts only $4.99 each

- 50 T-shirts
- Any color shirt
- Single color silkscreen printing
- Free prepress review
- Free shipping
- Ready in just 10 days

DON’T LEAVE MONEY ON THE TABLE, OFFER YOUR FANS QUALITY MERCH:

WWW.DISCMAKERS.COM/PROMOTION
Image is everything. Seriously.

Your CD cover is your most important advertisement. Customers and industry pros will make a snap judgment about the quality of your music simply based on the quality of your art. The good news is you can look like a pro without breaking the bank. Our designers are experts at creating stunning covers, quickly and affordably. We can create a masterpiece for you in as fast as 3 days!

Here's how it works.

You will receive an original design, crafted by one of our award-winning designers. Our artists have thousands of projects under their belt. They know how to make you look like a pro should. Once you're completely satisfied with your design proof and give approval, your project heads over to our in-house printing press.

VIEW OUR DESIGN SAMPLE GALLERY: www.discmakers.com/design

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
If you are not completely satisfied with your design proofs, you get your money back!
Every single major label release is mastered. After all, audio mastering is what gives those songs the soaring highs and booming lows we’ve come to expect from professional artists. So if your music is going to compete with the big boys, you need to do what they do and have your next release mastered. Why did perfectionists like Eminem, The Roots, and Metallica’s Jason Newsted choose The SoundLAB to master their projects?

**Experience:** Our mastering engineers have an average of 15 years experience

**Expertise:** We specialize in indie projects, but major label artists love us just as much for the money we save them

**Speed:** We’ll make your music come alive in just 3-5 days

**The Best Gear:** We have a half million dollars in state-of-the-art gear, software, and mastering-optimized rooms

**Professional mastering:** $45 per track

Adds 3-5 business days to your CD production time. Client attendance: $185 per hour. Add CD-Text and ISRC codes to your album FREE with any mastering package, a $39 value.

**Post-production album tune-up:** $199

Just need a touch-up? We’ll give your album overall volume increase and balance, smooth fading, re-sequencing, and even remove those unwanted noises between tracks.

**MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE**

We have the only satisfaction guarantee in the business! If you’re not thrilled with our work, you get your money back.

Hear before and after samples at:

[WWW.DISCMAKERS.COM/SOUNDLAB](http://www.discmakers.com/soundlab)
Sell and stream your music worldwide.

Global Music Distribution includes:

• Stream music on Spotify, Apple Music, and all other streaming sites
• Sell downloads on iTunes, Amazon, and 100+ other stores
• Sell CDs in over 15,000 stores like Amazon, BestBuy, Target, etc.
• Sell CDs from your website with CD Baby fulfillment
• Get paid every time your music is used on YouTube—even if it’s just in the background
• Sync licensing for TV, film, and games
• Register your album with Gracenote MusicID

Also available:

• Global publishing royalty collection
• Collection of mechanical license fees from streaming services and international sales
• ASCAP/BMI registration
• Song registration with global collection agencies

READY TO SELL YOUR MUSIC? WWW.DISCMAKERS.COM/DISTRIBUTION

NO ANNUAL FEES RETAIN 100% OF YOUR RIGHTS GET PAID WEEKLY

Your music needs to be everywhere. And with our sister company, CD Baby, you can take your music worldwide and monetize 100% of it in the process. CD Baby gets artists paid from streaming, downloads, CD and vinyl sales, YouTube monetization, sync licensing, publishing royalty collection, direct-to-fan sales, and more.

CD Baby gets artists paid from streaming, downloads, CD and vinyl sales, YouTube monetization, sync licensing, publishing royalty collection, direct-to-fan sales, and more.

GET PAID WEEKLY

NO ANNUAL FEES RETAIN 100% OF YOUR RIGHTS

READY TO SELL YOUR MUSIC?
WWW.DISCMAKERS.COM/DISTRIBUTION
Your custom DVDs, available tomorrow.

Put your live performance or music video on a DVD, quickly and affordably. Because we manufacture every part of your DVD project right here in our in-house factory, we can deliver the highest quality, the industry’s fastest turn times, and guaranteed lowest prices.

QUOTE, CUSTOMIZE, AND ORDER: WWW.DISCMAKERS.COM/DVD

Bulk discs in 1 day.

Just need the basics? Our discs have won 22 SGIA Golden Image awards for the finest on-disc printing—the most in the industry. Ready in as fast as 1 day. Need packaging? Call for a custom quote.

QUOTE, CUSTOMIZE, AND ORDER: WWW.DISCMAKERS.COM/BULK

Copy protection for $95

Protect your DVDs with two kinds of copy protection, CSS and Macrovision. Call for details.
WWW.DISCMAKERS.COM/AUTHORING

Professional video post-production, DVD authoring, and menu design

Need packaging?

CD, DVD, MAILERS AND MORE: WWW.DISCMAKERS.COM/PACKAGING
Be your own disc factory.
Burn it, print it, pack it, mail it.

Disc Makers Reflex series duplicators start at $199
When you need a lightning-fast tower duplicator, look no further than our popular Reflex line. Reflex duplicators set the standard for speed and durability. No computer needed! 500 GB hard drive, USB 2.0 and Ethernet, One-year free tech support and warranty, and Free Ultra Media Starter Kit

Disc Makers Premium CD-Rs as low as 16¢ each
The blank media you use may be the single most important factor in determining the quality of your finished product. That’s why we sell only Grade A media, including Verbatim, and Falcon blank discs-known throughout the industry for their high quality.

Primera bravo 4200 auto printer for $1,595
Perfect for side-by-side use with tower-style disc duplicators, the Bravo 4200 is the fastest printer on the market, taking only 6 seconds to print each disc with 100% coverage.

Mailing Supplies

Sturdy CD Mailers: 250 for 19¢ each as low as 15¢ each

DVD Case Mailers: 200 for 12¢ each as low as 8¢ each

CD Board Envelope mailer: 500 for 13¢ each as low as 8¢ each

Multi CD Mailers: 100 for 40¢ each as low as 32¢ each

Disc Cases

DVD Cases: 100 for 21¢ each as low as 17¢ each

Jewel Cases: 200 for 43¢ each as low as 40¢ each

ClamShell Cases: 200 for 18¢ each as low as 14¢ each

Premium Blu-ray Cases: Vortex case 25 for 33¢ each as low as 21¢ each

Disc Sleeves and Jackets

Tyvek™ Sleeves: 1,000 for 10¢ each as low as 8¢ each

Paper Sleeves: 100 for 10¢ each as low as 9¢ each

Die-Cut CD Jackets: 600 for 7¢ each as low as 4¢ each

Paper Sleeves: Assorted Color 100 pack for $12.95 as low as 4¢ each

See our entire selection of packaging, mailing, and printing supplies:

WWW.DISCMAKERS.COM/PACKAGING

Discmakers.com/packaging
Vinyl in 8 weeks. Guaranteed.

Disc Makers started out making vinyl records over 70 years ago. We produced records for some of the biggest names in the business, and now we’re proud to be pressing records and making vinyl for indie musicians faster than anywhere else. Complete packages include lacquer mastering, test pressings, beefy 150 or 180-gram black vinyl record pressing, center labels, inner sleeves, and full-color jackets printed on 15pt white board.

CALL 1-800-468-9353 OR VISIT WWW.DISCMAKERS.COM/VINYL